
The new THOMAS QUICK STICK: The agile 
dustbuster for quick vacuuming on the go

Press release

Neunkirchen, August 2017 – Battery-powered dustbusters are 

lighter and easier to handle than conventional vacuum cleaners, 

they offer more flexibility and are always ready, even when there is 

no socket nearby. These multifunctional little all-rounder are 

enjoying increased popularity in households across Germany. The 

cordless and agile THOMAS QUICK STICK TEMPO and QUICK 

STICK FAMILY dustbusters impress with their modern and bright 

design and make cleaning in those tight gaps and hard to reach 

corners a breeze. Their handy accessories and easy operation 

make them the perfect companion for a quick clean on the go.

more >>

Whether on carpet, tiles, timber floors or under cabinets – the new THOMAS 
QUICK STICK TEMPO and THOMAS QUICK STICK FAMILY models will 
effortlessly deal with all dirt, dust and animal hairs on all surfaces. The 
electrical turbo brush with 180 degrees swivel function is highly agile and 
guarantees outstanding results – including in those annoying corners that 
seemed to always be out of reach. A lightweight at only 2.1 kilograms, the 
THOMAS dustbuster is ideal for vacuuming stairs, while its light weight is 
easy on your back. Tripping over a mess of cables a thing of the past, thanks 
to cordless technology. The 3-in-1 multifunction nozzle comes in handy for 
vacuuming tight gaps, furniture or upholstery. Its versatility means that you 
no longer have to change nozzles for different tasks.

Always ready for action and easy to handle
The new QUICK STICK models are equipped with lithium-ion batteries, 
offering an impressive 15 or 20 minutes of high performance vacuuming at 
2,000 MAh (QUICK STEP TEMPO) and 2,500 MAh (QUICK STICK FAMILY). 
The convenient LED indicator lets you know when it is time to recharge the 
battery. Simply connect to a socket and your THOMAS dustbuster will be 
ready for action in no time. The QUICK STICK not only impresses with its 
power and performance. It is also a well thought-through little helper. Once 
you are done vacuuming, simply open the lid and discard the contents. If 
the exhaust filter becomes blocked, it can be rinsed easily or replaced with 
a new filter. The new THOMAS dustbusters come complete with a practical 
wall mount. It provides convenient and safe storage for your agile little 
helper, keeping it ready for the next job.

The stylish mint green THOMAS QUICK STICK TEMPO (RRP 179.95 Euro) 
and the orange THOMAS QUICK STICK FAMILY (RRP 199.95 Euro) are now 

Download photo material

http://www.public-star.de/sites/default/files/photo%20material_THOMAS_Quick%20Stick.zip
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About THOMAS
THOMAS is a brand of the renowned German family enterprise Robert Thomas, Metall und 

Elektrowerke GmbH & Co., based in Neunkirchen in the Siegerland region of North Rhine-

Westphalia, Germany. In keeping with its determination to “Do our best for our customers,” Robert 

Thomas has  been developing and manufacturing innovative „Made in Germany“ products for 

more than 100 years. The production of the first electric motor-driven metal washing machine in 

Europe at the end of the 1940s was considered a major milestone in the history of the company. 

Today allergy-friendly vacuum and carpet cleaners with and without spray extraction, as well as 

spin dryers, demonstrate the pioneering spirit of the company, which is now owner-managed in 

the fourth generation. More than 300 employees work at the Neunkirchen location. There, devices 

of the highest quality, longevity and serviceability standard are manufactured. THOMAS products 

are available throughout Germany in large and small electric appliance specialty stores and on the 

Internet and are sold in more than 30 countries all over the world. Further information is available 

on the Internet at www.robert-thomas.de.

available from selected retail stores. Further information about THOMAS 
and THOMAS products is available at www.robert-thomas.de or from the 
company‘s Facebook page.
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